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Context 

I am currently Reading 
Lead for Key Stage 2 at 
Kingslea Primary School 
in Horsham, West Sussex. 
We are a 2-form entry 
school that achieves 
consistently good grades. 
Looking to always 
improve and reflect, we 
decided to examine 
Reading for Pleasure and 
the reputation of reading 
in our school and our 
wider community. 

Research, Inspiration and Rationale 
Teachers being readers has regularly been proven 
to improve the interest in reading in classrooms. 
However, a love of reading doesn’t end at the 
school gates. Schools must work with parents and 
their communities to ensure that Reading for 
Pleasure is championed on the widest possible 
scale. Developing teachers’ confidence with 
children’s literature was seen as integral to our 
journey, but so was developing how we interact 
with parents around this issue. This idea was 
supported by Cremin et al (2008) in the UKLA 
Teachers as Readers Summary. By linking our 
efforts to our community we felt confident that we 
would see a more global attitude towards Reading 
for Pleasure. 

Aims 
Our aim was clear: to foster and 
develop a genuine love of reading 
that permeates throughout the 
school, into every class and for 
every child. In doing so, we would 
create an environment that sees 
not only children engaged in 
reading to a greater degree but also 
book talk becoming a central part 
of class and home life. The 
increased promotion of quality 
texts would see an enhanced range 
of higher-level vocabulary being 
used, extending the skill set of our 
learners across all subjects. 

Outline 
Developing a whole-community approach to Reading for Pleasure required a multifaceted approach. We set about planning 
several strategies: 

• An overhaul of reading displays around the school – with a visible increase in the way we view books, we hoped 
children would start noticing them more too. 

• A half-termly reading newsletter to parents, featuring reviews from staff, leadership and authors, new releases, and 
reading tips. 

• A revised method of book ordering which took the 
responsibility away from children and gave it to 
teachers. 

• A revision of the book types that we are currently 
reading and what we are recommending.  

By renovating our book displays every few months we have 
provided the children and visitors to the school with both a 
bank of highly recommended titles and an interesting and 
different way to discuss the books themselves. In this 
example, a London Underground themed map of different 
genres was constructed along a main corridor. One ‘line’ was 
a staff recommended line and enabled children to see which 
books teachers have enjoyed reading. This was situated on 
the entrance to Key Stage 2 and featured a range of modern 
and classical novels suitable for children in this year group.  

In addition we have used famous book and author timelines, with children having to estimate when the book was written or 
when famous authors were born.  

 

The Kingslea Review is based on the idea that parents 
often want to know a little more about a book before 

they buy it, for this reason our leadership team and I all 
write a recommendation. We also include an author 
review each term. We are fortunate enough to count 

Pie Corbett, Brian Moses, Vashti Hardy and Piers Torday 
amongst our contributors. 

By creating a short newsletter that families can share 
together we hope that children will ask about and 
discuss books in the home. 

Previously, our children had been able to write a 
request slip on a piece of paper outside the Head’s 
office and ask for a specific book by a specific author. 



The book was then ordered by the school and delivered to the child. This was a 
good way of ensuring children were accessing books they wanted and that we 
were keeping school book shelves fresh. However we identified two issues. Firstly, 
it was often the same children ordering books (helping their reading but perhaps 
not so beneficial for the whole class). Secondly, we had little to no control over the 
quality or variety of books being requested. Meaning our book shelves were at risk 
of becoming heavy with one specific series. The solution was easy, teachers now 
request specific books that they know will be enjoyed and challenge their classes. 
This also ensures that teachers are reading teachers and are able to hold those 
book talk sessions with their classes. Books are now discussed and debated before 
being selected to be read jointly by teacher and student. This was done in conjunction with teachers sharing their own 
current reads in a PowerPoint played to children as they left our main hall. Children were encouraged to discuss the teacher’s 

book choice and ask for further recommendations.  

The final significant change we have made to ensure that reading in its broadest 
sense is firmly rooted at the heart of our curriculum is the variation in text that we 
are teaching and recommending. We have transformed the standing of Non-Fiction 
books in our classrooms. Too often Non-Fiction books are only brought out to help 

model the structure, format and layout of the text when we are attempting to write 
one ourselves. We now rotate the types of books that are going home. Once a child 

has finished a fiction text and returned it to their teacher, they will then select a Non-
Fiction book from a box in the classroom. They are expected to take this home and 

share this with their family, enjoying not just the text but also looking at and 
investigating how it differs from a novel. 

With such a wide variety of subjects it is hoped that children will 
bring home a book that is based on a subject a family member is 
interested in and thus expand their own knowledge. These book 
boxes will rotate so that children have an opportunity to read 
something different. We have purchased hundreds of new, high 
quality and engaging books and we have launched an Amazon 
Wishlist where family, friends and the local community are able to 
buy a gift of a book for the school. We feel this brings our community 
full circle with teachers and schools supporting the children and now 
their community helping them in a time that is particularly straining 

for school budgets. Those that purchase a book will be asked to attach a gift slip to their purchase. Once the book arrives all 
the gift slips will be displayed in the school entrance as a public thank you to those who are supporting us.  Parents are 
invited to attend workshops led by our staff that explain how we deliver the reading curriculum and how they can support 
this in the home. Practical tips and guidance are offered and parents then go to their child’s class to take part in a reading 
lesson led by our class teachers. They share this experience together and each event is always very well attended and 
supported with very positive feedback. 

                                                                           

                                                                                  Impact 

 
The shift in attitude towards reading has been 
vast. Children are recognising reading as one of 

the most significant and impactful skills they 
can master. They are producing more detailed 

analysis of their reading and are investing more 
time in sharing stories with family members. 
Our entire school community embraces these 

changes and publicly offered both their support 
and enthusiasm for what we are doing. Parents 

have been very open about how attitudes 
towards reading have changed in their homes 

with children being more open about their 
reading habits and wanting to visit bookshops 

and libraries during the weekend. Other school 
communities have also begun to take our 

changes and adapt them for their own 
situation. There are currently over 30 schools producing similar reading newsletters to ours, our displays can be seen in 

several schools and we have been contacted by other schools to discuss how are delivering our Non-Fiction changes.  



 

Furthermore our most recent end of KS2 results place out not just in the top 1% for progress in our county but also in the top 
1% for progress nationally! We feel this demonstrates again how much of a difference the changes we have made are 
impacting our children and how we are developing reading in our community.  
 

 
Reflections on impact the TaRs research had on practice 

 
TaRs research has had a huge impact on our practice. We have totally restructured our reading promotion to ensure that 
behaviours grow and spread naturally in future years. By focussing on building communities that discuss reading and thinks 
positively about reading we are helping to develop the cognitive processes that TaRs research highlighted. We want our 
children to identify as readers and creating their own reading profiles is something we are looking at developing in the future. 
Children will create their own book biography where they can expand (if they wish) into detailed summary of characters, plot 
and author intention. We hope that this will help our children to develop their cognitive processes but also reinforce the 
positive behaviours we have already nurtured. Furthermore we are developing our own staff recommended reads to ensure 
that teachers and our wider staff community are aware of the quality texts that we are promoting to our children. Our hope 
is that this will further reinforce our ideals as a reading community that discusses reading and reads both widely and 
frequently.  
 
I firmly believe the progress we have made over the last year has been truly wonderful. Everywhere you like in our school and 
our community reading is at the heart of what we do and how we do it. We hope you agree.  

 


